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Innovative Full stack software developer with 3 years of experience in building and maintaining
seamless applications . Skilled at application development, testing and optimization. Excels at
coordinated ground-up planning, programming and implementation for core modules. Maintains strong
object-oriented and software architecture fundamentals . Proficient in React.js as a Frontend Library.
Detail-oriented and able to learn new concepts quickly.

FULLSTACK WEB DEVELOPER | 10/2020 to Current
Queen's College of Business and Technology - Mississauga, ON

Managed a team of 3-4 developers.•
Coordinated with teams to assess and optimize software interfaces build with React.js as the
main library . Used Redux for managing states.

•

Built the Student Services portal for managing students's applications and academic data.
Experienced in working with many UI libraries for building responsive applications..

•

Modified existing software systems to enhance performance and add new features. Managed
back-end build with Node.js .

•

Communicated with and gathered feedback from staff about progress updates and worked to
resolve specific concerns.

•

Conducted backups of Web files to local directories to prevent data loss•

FRONT END DEVELOPER | 05/2021 to 09/2021
Softcoplus - Brampton, ON

Created successful websites that met requirements for objectives such as load speed and
design.

•

Improved and designed new layouts to achieve usability and performance objectives.•
Designed wireframes and prototypes based on goals and needs for organizations•
Used Next.js to build the landing pages for improved SEO•

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE | 08/2019 to 10/2020
Tim Hortons - Brampton, ON

Informed customers about billing procedures, processed payments and provided payment
option setup assistance.

•

Assessed customer needs and upsold products and services to maximize product sales.•
Educated customers on special pricing opportunities and company offerings.•
Delivered high level of service and support to each customer, paving way for future business
opportunities.

•

React.js/Redux | Next.js | Angular•
Node.js | Express.js | Nest.js•
Sequelize.js | MySql | PostgresQL•
MongoDB | NoSql•
Javascript | Jquery•
HTML5 & CSS3 | Python•
GitLab | GitHub•
REST | GRAPHQL | CICD | Swagger•

Docker and Kubernetes•
DataStructures and Algorithms•
RabbitMQ | Caching•
AWS | EC2 | ECS | LAMBDA | IAM | SNS | EB
| DYNAMODB

•

Test driven development (TDD) | Behavior
driven development (BDD)

•

Agile / Scrum | Microservices•
Great communication skills•
Efficient data management•



EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
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PORTFOLIOS,

CERTIFICATES

CERTIFICATIONS

Lambton College Of Applied Arts And Technolog - Mississauga, ON
Diploma
Computer Programming, 12/2020

Major in Web Development•
3.5 GPA•
Completed coursework in Web Technologies , Python and Java.•

https://kiran.website•
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirandeep-kaur-a1406b187/•
https://www.credly.com/badges/3b4e0ed1-554b-4c0e-9483-65e795c70403/public_url•

AWS Certified Developer - Associate , AWS - Issued 2022•


